
Thursday 6th October 2022

To guide: Recount of the Visit to Sea Life

Centre, Birmingham.

Yesterday, our day began with a bus drive to town. When we got off the

bus we walked by the canal, we saw police waving and we waved back. When we

arrived at the Sea Life Centre my legs were very tired.

As we entered,there were lights and music playing. As we went further in the Sea

Life everyone got excited to see the penguins, the staff said they were playful

and cheeky. They followed us as we moved our finger, and we saw them do

incredible swimming in their freezing home.They were diving and doing great

tricks under the cold water. A while later, we went to see the clownfish kingdom!

We could go through a small tunnel under all the fish, there were clownfish,

Nemo and dory fish. It looked amazing. After watching the fish for a while, we

learned how to sort rubbish and learned how long it takes for them to

biodegrade. We also learned how a turtle named Mo had never seen the ocean. I

had also seen a tank of sting rays on the way.

Halfway through the day , we had a great lunch And got stickers when we

finished out lunch, then went to see the sea otters. They could swim very well .

We could even touch Star fish and eggs! Our next stop was at the jellyfish area.

We saw different jellyfish, some were small and some were very long, we saw

some upside down jellyfish, they were brown and didn't move at all. I figured out

the upside down jellyfish helps trees grow and get bigger by eating insects and

parasites that were eating the tree so it doesn't break down and fall.



We arrived at the 360 tunnel, there were fish everywhere! Even under us! We

saw Mo the Green Sea Turtle. Everyone clapped as he swam by. I could see

thousands of fish, catfish, tiny fish, sharks, even stingrays. The biggest were the

stingray and a guitar shark, it was an incredible sight there were

sharks and fish under us and even over us! When a big fish came, its shadow

went over us, it felt amazing! Everyone was feeling happy and amazed in the

tunnel. After a while, we went to the Starfish one last time and our teacher gave

medals to show we went to the Sea Life centre.

Finally, after a long day, we walked to the bus stop.  It was so busy, we had to

wait for another bus to come!  After a short wait, the next bus came and drove

us back to school.


